
555  GOLF TIPS 

‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

I DRIVE AS I PUTT 
 

A pretty outlandish statement, wouldn’t you say? How could the longest fastest stick in 

my bag have the same ‘Motion, Characteristics or Elements’ as does my shortest flat 

stick? Absolute nonsense?   Not quite! 
 

You recall you ‘5 SET-UPS’, ‘The 5 CONTROLS’ and ‘The 5 ESSENTIAL 

ELEMENTS’? Well this is where the above statement originates. 

 

Every ‘Golf Club’ swinging through a ball has these ‘5 Essential Elements’. They are …  

1) Clubface AIM,  2) Clubhead PATH,  3) Clubhead SPEED,  4) Sweet Spot and  5) 

Angle Of Attack. This commonality never varies regardless of the stroke, the attached 

human or Earthly location. NEVER!  

 

If one were to shoot a ‘High Speed Video Capture’ (‘HSVC’) of the ‘Putter’ passing 

through the ‘Bottom Of Swing Arc’ (‘BOSA’) at low speed and then video the ‘Driver’ 

doing the same thing but at high speed, other than the shape of the ‘Clubhead’, they 

perform almost precisely the same function with identical parameters. Amazing but true!  

 

When I make ‘Putting Strokes’, my hands are very quiet and passive. (‘Steady Lever 

Triangles’) When I make the biggest strike I can, the ‘Hands Act Like Relatively Passive 

Clamps’ that simply hold on to the grip as they were applied throughout the entire back 

and front swings. (still ‘Stable Hand, Wrist, Forearm Triangles’)  

 

The ‘Lower Body Machine’ (‘LBM’) does all the ‘Horizontal or Round & Round Work’! 

It is the ‘Target Hip, Tummy or Core’ (‘Brace Leg Drive & Un-Coiling’) that squares up 

the ‘AIMED Clubface’ and as much as the ‘Bend & Straighten Lever’. Remember, we 

always swing ‘Down, Out, Forward & Thru The Ball’. Never up hill at it! 

 

I feel like my ‘Driver Strike’ is just a huge ‘Putting Motion’ … quiet in the bottom! 

 

“Welcome Aboard!” 

  “Enjoy The Ride!” 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

 E-Mail:  AskUs@555golf.com 

WebSite:  555golf.com 

Telephone:  (817) 673-8888 
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